
  Stonebridge
Panic Room



12" Reinforced Concrete Walls: Engineered to provide
unparalleled strength and durability to withstand natural
disasters, potential threats or intrusions.

Fortified Door:  fortified to resist forced entry.   

Separate Air Filtration and Ventilation:  ensures a continuous
supply of clean, breathable air independent of the main
household systems, guaranteeing safety during emergencies.

Tailored to your needs, our custom panic rooms offer
personalized security solutions designed exclusively for you.

A panic room is a fortified and discreetly concealed space within a residence, designed to
provide a secure retreat during emergencies. Constructed with reinforced walls, a robust door,
equipped with advanced communication systems and independent ventilation, it offers a
sanctuary for occupants in situations of threat or danger, ensuring safety and peace of mind. 

“Many people use security
cameras as a ri ng of

protection but in real time
they only report.”



Advanced Communication Equipment: Integrated
with state-of-the-art communication devices,
enabling seamless contact with emergency
services, family members, or security personnel for
swift assistance.

Within the Stonebridge Panic Room you'll have
complete access and control over the alarm and
camera system.



Biometric Access: During an emergency, authorized individuals can swiftly gain entry
using fingerprint or retinal scans, enabling rapid access without the need for keys or
cards.
Key Cards/Key Fobs: Designated individuals equipped with access cards or key fobs
can quickly unlock the panic room, granting entry to authorized persons such as family
members or security personnel.
PIN Codes: In scenarios where biometric or key access is unavailable, a pre-set PIN code
can serve as a backup entry method, allowing trusted individuals immediate access.
Proximity Readers: Authorized individuals equipped with access cards or tags can
swiftly approach the panic room door. The proximity reader detects the authorized card
or tag, initiating an instant authentication process without direct contact.
Physical Barriers/Devices: The panic room is fortified with a heavy-duty door and a
retractable steel barrier. Upon successful card detection by the proximity reader, the
steel barrier automatically retracts, granting access to the secured area.

Access Control



Hidden Within Plain Sight:

Cleverly hidden within your home, the panic room
seamlessly blends in, ensuring complete discretion.  

Delaying Intrusions: 

Knowing the panic room is hidden can provide a psychological advantage
to occupants. It offers a sense of security and control, reducing stress or
anxiety during potential threats.

Psychological Advantage:

Hidden panic rooms buy crucial time.Delay tactics in a panic room create
confusion, redirecting attention from its location and buying occupants time
to secure themselves while awaiting assistance. .

Security Enhancement:
Keeping the panic room hidden reduces the likelihood of its discovery by
intruders or threats. If it's easily visible, it becomes a primary target



Thank You 
For  choosing Stonebridg for your Panic Room Solutions.


